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Answer the Followine Ouestions:

Ouestion No. [1] :

a-Define the following:

1-Iullatisn 2-A eest 3-Forecasting

S-Replacement of machines

b- A person invested a sum of 6000 L.E. now 4000 L.E after two years, and 5000 L.E
after 5 years. If rate of compound interest of 10 7o annually: how much should he earn at
the end of the seventh year+

Ouestion No. [ 2l: ( 15 Marks)
a-A person bought an electric generator for 25000 L.E from 5 years ago. He rents this
generator. The annual rental income from the generator has Ueen OOOO L.E Additionally,
the 800 L.E spent on maintenance during the first year has increased each year by 200 L.E.
The person plans to sell the generator at the end of next year for 15000 f-,.n Consiruct the net
cash flow diagram .

b-Given below is the series of monthly demand for a product .

Months I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Sales, units 96 101 110 90 100 98 110

use the regression analysis to forecast the sares for month g.

Ouestion No. [ 3l:
a-List the reasons for depreciation?
b-What are the factors affecting depreciations?
c- You are given the following data for a factory :-

- produced quantity ( output ) = 100000 units
- Yariable cost per unit : 10 L.E

( 15 Marls)

- Fixed costs = 500000 L.E
- Setling price per unit = 

- 
20 L.E

Draw a break-+ven chart and profit -loss chart, showing the break- even point . If the selting
price per unit is reduced to 18 L.E , what will be the new break-even point in units?
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( 10 Marks)

4-Cash flow diagram

::i



Ouestion No. [ 4l: ( 10 Marks)

Activify Immediate
predecessor

Expected
time
te

Optimistic
time

a

Most likety
time

m

Pessimistic
time

b

A 5 4 5 6
5 3 I 3 5(- A 2 '2 2 2
l, A 4 3 4 5
E B 9 7 E 15
F c 2 I 2 -_3_
G D,F I I I I
It G 7 6 6 t2
I E,Ir 2 I 2 3

Assume a project completion time of nineteen days after the project begins. From the above data,perform the following:

a-Draw the PERT network rlabeling activities, and compute ESTEF,TLS and LF.
bDetermine the critical path as well as the total slack 
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Good luck
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